
06.07.2020

WALT: Tell the time to the hour and half past the 

hour

WILF:

1. Understand that the big hand points to 

the 12 on the hour

2. Know that the big hand points to the 6 

when it is half past the hour

3. Position the small hand correctly



Questions

How many seconds are there in a minute?

How many minutes are there in an hour?

How many minutes are there in quarter of an hour?

How many minutes are there in half an hour?

How many days are there in a month?

How many days are there in a year?

How many days are there in a leap year?



Questions

How many seconds are there in a minute?

60

How many minutes are there in an hour?

60

How many minutes are there in quarter of an hour?

15

How many minutes are there in half an hour?

30

How many days are there in a month?

28-31

How many days are there in a year?

365

How many days are there in a leap year?

366



Hours and Minutes
This is the hour hand. 

It is the shortest hand on the clock.

This is the minute hand. 

It is longer than the hour hand.



Hours and Minutes
When the minute hand is pointing to 

12, it is showing a full hour. 

We call this time ‘o’clock’.

On this clock, the hour hand is 

pointing at the 8 and the minute 

hand is pointing to the 12.

This clock is showing that the time 

is 8 o’clock.



What Time Is It?
12 

o’clock
1 o’clock

2 o’clock

3 o’clock

10 o’clock

11 

o’clock

9 o’clock

8 o’clock 4 o’clock

5 o’clock7 o’clock

6 o’clock



What Time Is It?



What Time Is It?

It is 7 o’clock.



What Time Is It?



What Time Is It?

It is 3 o’clock.



What Time Is It?



What Time Is It?

It is 11 o’clock.



What Time Is It?



What Time Is It?

It is 6 o’clock.



What Time Is It?



What Time Is It?

It is 9 o’clock.



What Time Is It?



What Time Is It?

It is 12 o’clock.



What Time Is It?
Which clock shows 2 o’clock?



What Time Is It?
Which clock shows 2 o’clock?



What Time Is It?
Which clock shows 4 o’clock?



What Time Is It?
Which clock shows 4 o’clock?



What Time Is It?
Which clock shows 10 

o’clock?



What Time Is It?
Which clock shows 10 

o’clock?



What Time Is It?
Which clock shows 3 o’clock?



What Time Is It?
Which clock shows 3 o’clock?



• A clock face is a full circle which is made up of 2 halves.

How many minutes make up half of an hour?



• There are 30 minutes in half of an hour.



• When it is 30 minutes past the hour we say ‘half past’ the hour.

o’clock

half past



• Look at this time.
• The big hand is pointing at 6, which is halfway around the 

clock.
• Where is the small hand pointing? Is it on the number? 

• It’s half way between 1 and 2.

half past



• What time is this clock showing?

half past

Where is the big 
hand pointing? Where is the little 

hand pointing?



• What time is this clock showing?

half past

Where is the big 
hand pointing?

6

Where is the little 
hand pointing?

halfway between 11 
and 12

half past 11



• What do you notice about the small hand?

• What time is this clock showing?

half past



• What do you notice about the small hand?
• It is halfway between 3 and 4.

• What time is this clock showing?
• Half past three.

half past



• Which clock is showing half past 2?

• Which clock is showing half past 9?

• Which clock is showing half past 7?



Don’t forget to go on 

Mathletics to consolidate 

your learning!



07.07.2020

WALT: Tell the time at quarter past and quarter 

to the hour.

WILF:

1. Understand the big hand points to the 3 

at quarter past the hour

2. Know the big hand points to the 9 at 

quarter to the hour

3. Position the small hand accurately



Questions

How many seconds are there in a minute?

How many minutes are there in an hour?

How many minutes are there in quarter of an hour?

How many minutes are there in half an hour?

How many days are there in a month?

How many days are there in a year?

How many days are there in a leap year?



Questions

How many seconds are there in a minute?

60

How many minutes are there in an hour?

60

How many minutes are there in quarter of an hour?

15

How many minutes are there in half an hour?

30

How many days are there in a month?

28-31

How many days are there in a year?

365

How many days are there in a leap year?

366



A clock face is a full circle which is made up of 4 quarters.

How many minutes make up quarter of an hour?



There are 15 minutes in quarter of an hour.



When we tell the time we either say it is ‘past’ or ‘to’ the hour. 

Quarter

to
Quarter

past

Half



Quarter
Quarter

Half

Look at this time.

The big hand is pointing at 3, which is the first quarter.

Where is the small hand pointing? Is it on the number? 

It’s actually a quarter of the way between 1 and 2.



Quarter
Quarter

Half

What time is this clock showing?

Where is the big hand 

pointing?

Where is the little hand 

pointing?



Quarter
Quarter

Half

What time is this clock showing?

Where is the big hand 

pointing?

9.

Where is the little hand 

pointing?

Three quarters of the way 

between 11 and 12.

Quarter to 12.



Quarter
Quarter

Half

What do you notice about the small hand?

What time is this clock showing?



Quarter
Quarter

Half

What do you notice about the small hand?

It is halfway between 3 and 4

What time is this clock showing?

Half past three. 



Which clock is showing quarter past?

Which clock is showing half past?

Which clock is showing quarter to?







Don’t forget to go on 

Mathletics to consolidate 

your learning!



08.07.2020

WALT: Tell the time to the nearest 5 minutes.

WILF:

1. Count in 5s

2. Count the big hand in 5 minute intervals

3. Read the time past the hour



Telling the Time
When we are telling the time, it is really important to be able to 

count in 5s. 

Can you count in 5s from 0 to 60?

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

35 40 45 50 55 60



o’clock

5

minutes 

past

10

minutes 

past

1
5

minutes 

past

20

minutes 

past

25

minutes 

past

30

minutes 

past

Telling the Time

The big hand on the clock counts the minutes and is called 
the minute hand. 

We are going to look now at the minutes past the hour.



When the big hand points to 1, it 

means…

Click to reveal answer

5

minutes 

past



When the big hand points to 2, it 

means…

Click to reveal answer

10

minutes 

past



When the big hand points to 3, it 

means…

Click to reveal answer

15

minutes 

past



When the big hand points to 4, it 

means…

Click to reveal answer

20

minutes 

past



When the big hand points to 5, it 

means…

Click to reveal answer

25

minutes 

past



When the big hand points to 6, it 

means…

Click to reveal answer

30

minutes 

past



Telling the Time

How many minutes 
are in 

an hour?

minutes60

= an hour

Why is 15 minutes 
called ‘quarter 

past’?

minutes15

= a quarter of an hour

Why is 30 minutes 
called ‘half past’?

minutes30

= half an hour



What Time Does it Say on 

the Clock?

ten past four

or

04:10



What Time Does it Say on 

the Clock?

twenty past seven

or

07:20



What Time Does it Say on 

the Clock?

half past nine

or

09:30



What Time Does it Say on 

the Clock?

15 minutes past eleven

or

11:15

or

quarter past eleven



Don’t forget to go on 

Mathletics to consolidate 

your learning!



09.07.2020

WALT: Tell the time to the nearest 5 minutes.

WILF:

1. Count in 5s

2. Count the big hand in 5 minute intervals

3. Read the time to the hour



o’clock

5

minutes 

past

10

minutes 

past

1
5

minutes 

past

20

minutes 

past

25

minutes 

past

30

minutes 

past

Telling the Time

Yesterday we looked at telling the time in minutes past the hour.



25

minutes 

to

20

minutes 

to

15

minutes 

to

10

minutes 

to

5

minutes 

to
o’clock

Telling the Time

Today we are going to look at the other half of the clock. 
We are going to look at the minutes to the next hour.



When the big hand points to 7, it 

means…

Click to reveal answer

25

minutes 

to



When the big hand points to 8, it 

means…

Click to reveal answer

20

minutes 

to



When the big hand points to 9, it 

means…

Click to reveal answer

15

minutes 

to



When the big hand points to 10, 

it means…

Click to reveal answer

10

minutes 

to



When the big hand points to 11, 

it means…

Click to reveal answer

5

minutes 

to



When the big hand points to 12, 

it means…

Click to reveal answer

o’clock



What Time Does it Say on 

the Clock?

15 minutes to three

or

02:45

or

quarter to three



What Time Does it Say on 

the Clock?

25 minutes to five

or

04:35



What Time Does it Say on 

the Clock?

20 minutes to one

or

12:40



Don’t forget to go on 

Mathletics to consolidate 

your learning!



10.07.2020

WALT: solve time problems

WILF:

1. Know that there are 60 minutes in an 

hour

2. Calculate time intervals

3. Read timetables





















Don’t forget to go on 

Mathletics to consolidate 

your learning!




